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Product Dimensions: 8.7″D x 8.7″W x 65″H
Special Feature: Instant On, Dimmable, Adjustable
Light Source Type: LED
Material: Metal
Power Source: Corded Electric
Controller Type: Touch
Switch Style: Touch Button
Switch Installation Type: Pole Mount
Wattage: 10 watts
Brand: Addlon

Introduction

An LED floor lamp is a type of lighting fixture that uses light-emitting diodes (LEDs) as its light source. LED floor
lamps are energy-efficient, long-lasting, and produce bright, consistent light. They are available in a variety of styles
and designs to fit a range of home decor styles, and many LED floor lamps offer adjustable brightness and color
temperature options, making them ideal for use in a variety of settings, including reading, work, and relaxation.

What’s In Box?

Lamp
Bulb
User Manual

LED reading floor lamp add-on

Enhancing the reading experience

1. With its warm ambiance and lack of flicker, it is kind to your eyes and won’t make them tired even after
extended use.

2. Convenient height. You can simply regulate the light while seated by extending your hand and touching the
panel that is located on the head.

3. A comfortable setting for reading. bright enough for you to read. Additionally suitable for reading bedtime stories
to your kids.

Adjustable Color and Brightness

The lamp offers three colour temperatures (3000K, 4000K, and 5000K) and four brightness levels (25, 50, 75, and
100 percent), which meets your various lighting needs at a reduced cost.

Eye care and energy efficiency

LED bulbs reduce annual electricity costs by 40%. The lamp protects eyes from glare, flickering, and ghosting and
offers a relaxing reading space.

Adjustable & Flexible Gooseneck
The lamp’s neck can be turned to any angle and adjusted thousands of times without losing its shape, enabling it to
light up any object according to your demands.

Touch Panel Management
Tap the lamp’s easily-operated touch panel; long presses turn it on or off; short presses change the brightness. Press
the mode key quickly to change the colour temperature.

Stable Base and Space Saving

Heavy square base to keep the entire lamp stable and provide adequate safety to stop children or pets from being
knocked over. If you have any questions about the lamp, please get in touch with us at any time. Kids or pets won’t
be able to knock it over easily because of its heavy weight and high stability base; it is completely safe and secure.



Touch Screen
Over the head, controls are accessible with a simple tap of the panel. a lamp with a 30000-hour lifespan (nearly 20-
year life).

Flexible Gooseneck
The gooseneck is adaptable and strong. It can be turned into whatever angle or position you require, and it won’t
move or become lost.

Features

The Addlon LED floor lamp is a specific model of LED floor lamp and its features may vary, but generally speaking,
LED floor lamps like Addlon offer the following features:

1. Energy efficiency: LED lights use less energy and have a longer lifespan compared to traditional incandescent
bulbs.

2. Adjustable brightness and color temperature: Many LED floor lamps offer adjustable brightness and color
temperature, allowing you to create the perfect lighting for any activity, whether it’s reading, working, or relaxing.

3. Dimmable: Many LED floor lamps are dimmable, meaning you can adjust the brightness to your liking.
4. Modern design: LED floor lamps often feature sleek, modern designs that complement contemporary home

decor.
5. Long lifespan: LED lights have a longer lifespan compared to traditional incandescent bulbs, reducing the need

for frequent replacements.
6. Convenient control: LED floor lamps often come with a remote control or a touch-sensitive control panel,

making it easy to adjust the lighting from the comfort of your seat.

Note
The specific features of the Addlon LED floor lamp may differ from these general features.

Frequently Asked Questions

Does the lamp have an on/off switch?

No, the lamp is controlled by a touch-sensitive panel on the head of the lamp.

What is the difference between a touch-sensitive panel and a remote control?

The remote control has a small receiver that plugs into the lamp and allows you to turn it on/off from a distance. The
touch-sensitive panel is simply a button that you can press to turn the lamp on/off.

Can I use this lamp with an extension cord?

Yes, you can use an extension cord with this lamp. However, we recommend using an extension cord that is no
longer than 12 feet (3.7 meters).

How do I clean this floor lamp?

You can wipe down the plastic parts of this floor lamp with a damp cloth and mild soap. Do not submerge any part of
this floor lamp in water or cleaning solutions.

Does the control remote come with it?

It does not come with a dimmer and cannot be controlled by one. Instead, you can use the touch panel on the lamp’s
top to change the lamp’s settings. 

Does this have a light switch where you plug it in and it turns on?

The switch cannot be used to control it. The lamp cap has a switch on top of it.

What connection does each segment make? They neither plugin nor screw in.

The pieces screw together, but assembly must be done in the proper sequence. How the parts join together is
explained in the lamp’s instructions.



The dimmer does not function, and the light turns on and off by itself. Why?

Have you tried the outlet to confirm that it is functioning properly? Mine is excellent. If not, a short probably exists. I
would give it back.

Does this lamp come with a remote control?

No remote functionality; touch-only only.

What height is the base? With limited space underneath, it needs to fit under my end table.

The bottom is pretty level. My floor heater’s edge can fit underneath it. I also appreciate how light it is. The base’s
small weight can make it appear a little tipsy, which is the only reason for caution.

How is a light bulb changed?

They can’t really be replaced, in my opinion. I’ve had desk lamps akin to that for seven years. These are made to be
extremely durable.

How is it connected to an outlet? That component is not mine. looks like a prong-equipped adapter

Connect the two prong portion to the electrical outlet in the wall and push or unite the ends of the two silver spherical
barrels. The lamp’s chord has one of these silver spherical barrel ends at the end, and the two-prong cord that plugs
into the wall socket has the other one.

Does it have a bulb?

Yes, the lamp is pre-wired and comes with a working bulb.

How big is the button that turns the lamp on and off at the top?

I would calculate the on/off button’s diameter to be between 5/16 and 3/8 by laying a ruler over it. so, about 11/32.
The best I was able to create.
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